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Abstract: In computer networks, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) discovers the MAC address associated with an IP address but ARP lacks authentication in exchanging MAC address between hosts. This creates an opportunity for hackers to employ ARP spoofing to damage the data and system. Many protection systems have been developed but the requirement to modify the basic network structure and expensive tools make it difficult to utilize. This paper investigates the practical limitations and considers the problem of detecting incompletely rectified adversaries from past sessions. For resolving this problem, Bayesian Support Vector Regression based ARP (BSVR-ARP) spoofing attacks protection mechanism is proposed. This mechanism considers the host configuration changes and network transmission errors for a probability prediction algorithm to detect the attackers. The attacker sessions are also detected based on past knowledge and then using these detection results, they are either rectified or discarded from the network transmission routes. The detection and prevention of ARP spoofing has been accurate and effective in BSVR-ARP. The experimental results show that the proposed mechanism overcomes the limitations of other ARP spoofing prevention schemes and has higher accuracy of detection with minimal errors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever increasing internet usage has been credited for the rapid improvements in the networking structure which created high availability, reliability and scalability for internet markets [19]. Information retrieval and the communication are the two major aspects of internet usage. However, there are many issues faced by the internet users for experiencing best applications. Security is the foremost issue in various applications areas like networking, databases, software services, and so on [14], [17]. Specifically, the security against the ARP spoofing attacks is considered to be the immediate need as the widely employed ARP protocol has vital security vulnerabilities [13].

The ARP is widely utilized for detecting the Media Access Control (MAC) address corresponding to the IP address of a host which are stored in the ARP cache table for effective data resolution for user queries [26]. ARP cache poisoning is the compromise of host IP-MAC address pairs that result in opening for ARP spoofing attacks like Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack [15], Denial-of-service (DoS) attack [1] and JavaScript insertion attacks [8].

Many researchers have tried to develop effective models to resolve the ARP cache poisoning and ARP spoofing attacks in the wired or wireless LAN networks [6]. Based on the properties, the approaches are classified into dynamic and static approaches. However, the prevention techniques of ARP poisoning attacks are not easier to develop because most approaches require changes to the network infrastructure and the tools needed changing network structure are also expensive. In practical environments, the host nodes are mobile which join and leave the subnet easily and hence the ARP poisoning attack prevention techniques becomes difficult to adapt these changes. The static approaches are not appropriate for the mobile hosts [2] while the dynamic approaches are supported only for dynamic IP addresses [22]. Additionally, these approaches require manual configurations by the network managers to ensure security against ARP attacks [27]. In this paper, two major problems are considered for the development of ARP attack prevention approach. The existing ARP attack hosts from previous sessions and the false detection of attackers are primarily considered which are occurred due to the transmission errors in the network and configuration changes in host. Therefore this research focuses on developing a new mechanism that prevents ARP poisoning attacks with less infrastructure changes.

The main contributions of this paper are the development of ARP attack detection and prevention mechanism that detects the attack hosts from both the current session and previous sessions. This mechanism considers the host configuration changes and transmission errors for determining the probability of attack hosts through a probability prediction algorithm of BSVR-ARP. This probability prediction algorithm is based on the Bayesian Support Vector Regression [25] to predict the features of the attackers in the analysed hosts using the past knowledge. Once the prediction results are obtained, the specified host node are analysed using attack detection module and the recovery module repairs or replaces the attack host from the legal ARP cache table. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In section 2, recent research techniques for security against ARP spoofing attacks are discussed. Section 3 presents the proposed BSVR-ARP mechanism to prevent...
ARP poisoning attacks in detail. In section 4, the performance of the proposed mechanism is evaluated and compared with that of other schemes for ARP spoofing attack prevention while the section 5 reports the conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

Recently, ARP cache poisoning and attack prevention has become a pivotal research interest among the system developers. The attackers utilize ARP cache poisoning to mostly initiate the man-in-the-middle attacks and causing the network performance to be downgraded with effective network service disruption. Some of the recent researches which focussed on ARP cache poisoning and attack prevention concepts are discussed in this section. Song et al, [16] presented an ARP spoofing attacks detection scheme called DS-ARP using the routing trace in the transmitted packets. This scheme utilized the trace routes to change the network and thus identifies the new nodes which are placed without authentication. Based on these traces, the malicious nodes can be eliminated from the network routing. However, this scheme is less competent when the new attack strategies are utilized instead of the already known and trained attack techniques. Moon et al, [9] also proposed a similar routing trace based system called RTNSS for detecting the ARP spoofing attacks in the networks and enhance the security. This RTNSS system installs an agent at the users and monitors the change in ARP cache tables. Based on these changes the abnormal hosts are determined and the routing traces are checked for the change from the recognized list of IP-MAC addresses. Thus detected attacker hosts are removed from the routes and this model does not require structure changes or traffic increased encryption for protection against the ARP attacks. However, RTNSS has limitations in detecting previously installed attacks and new strategies of attacks.

Srinath et al, [11] developed an ARP spoofing detection and prevention scheme by employing a centralized server. In this scheme, the drawback of voting based model is considered and in response a table based process is done by the centralized server which collects all the IP-MAC pairs of every node and maintains a legitimate host table. Based on this table of hosts, the malicious nodes performing ARP attacks are detected and prevented. However, one limitation of this scheme is that even unauthenticated host can also be registered in the network, which means the detection process at registration is not effective. Nam et al, [24] developed a new collaborative approach for detecting the MITM attacks in the co-existing wired and wireless nodes. This approach utilizes the fair voting concept for achieving uniform transmission without loss and the neighboring nodes decide whether malicious activities arise from a node through this voting process. This approach also improves the voting fairness through filtering of the voting reply messages and determining key voting related parameters. It provides ARP detection with less traffic overhead and higher accuracy. Similarly, Hijazi and Obaidat, [20] presented a new system using static entry for the detection and prevention of ARP attacks. In this system, the client/server model is equipped with IP-MAC table to detect and prevent ARP spoofing.

Ma et al, [12] presented Bayes-based ARP attack detection algorithm using the famous Bayesian theory. This detection algorithm calculates the probability of a host attacker using a prediction model to determine the normal and abnormal features of the host nodes. However this detection algorithm has the drawback of wrong detection when the attack occurs less frequently and the subsequent features gets added to the normal host features. Sakhawat et al, [10] presented an agent based scheme for ARP cache poisoning detection for detecting the MITM and DoS attacks. This approach has been installed over switch LAN system to detect and avert the insider malicious users. The detection accuracy of this scheme is high while there are only minimum effects on the system performance.

Prabadevi and Jeyanthi, [4] presented a security approach for protecting against the ARP attacks in large scale data center networks. Similarly, Prabadevi and Jeyanthi, [5] also developed Time Stamp and Counter based approach (TSCBA) for detecting the ARP cache poisoning attacks. TSCBA utilizes packet analyzer and cross layer checker for pre-processing and inspection of Ethernet header and ARP header MAC addresses. Then these addresses are checked with ARP table to detect abnormalities and the time stamp is generated along with alert messages to broadcast the entire system. This detection process is highly accurate and secured but the only drawback of using TSCBA is its cost expensive. Prabadevi and Jeyanthi, [3] also developed a similar approach for detecting and protecting against the ARP sniffing attacks through comparison of genuine IP-MAC pairs in ARP tables and Ethernet headers. These methodologies are dependent on the ARP table and Ethernet packet headers but when the packet formats are altered to resemble past session normal hosts, the detection process become complex.

Hong et al, [21] presented a protection model against the ARP attacks through AES and RSA data encryption schemes. This method averts the attackers by authenticating the data and does not require expensive equipment or protocol modifications. However this model is lighter application and only used under constrained environments. Likewise, Singh et al, [23] presented a two-phase validation scheme for detecting the ARP attacks and averting them. This model works on the basis of validation of the new binding acknowledged by each host for sensing pair of ICMP packets to old and new binding of ARP cache while new hosts are validated through the ARP packets from the claiming hosts. This model also prevents the flooding attacks but its limitation is the complexity in validating a new host. Based on the insights from these models in literature, the problem of detecting the presence of existing attacker hosts of past misbehaviours is considered to be resolved in this research using BSVR-ARP scheme.
III. ARP SPOOFING ATTACK DETECTION BASED ON BSVR PROBABILITY PREDICTION

Detecting an ARP attack can be effectively performed using the mapped IP-MAC address in the cache but the major limitation in this process is the inability to detect existing attacks from previous sessions. The major reason for this limitation is that the ARP cache based detection needs full system cooperation for fetching the previous session information. In general, the ARP packet frames are of two types: request and response packets. The IP-MAC address of requesting host and the IP of responding host are stored in the ARP response packets. This information obtained from each response packet is stored in the global ARP cache and can be used for determining attack features. But as said before, the limitation in accessing previous sessions must be resolved first. The Software defined networks (SDN) used a controller which can avert this limitation. Hence the SDN controller is employed to collect the ARP packets to create a global knowledge.
The proposed BSVR-ARP scheme consists of two main processes: BSVR prediction probability algorithm and SDN based attack verification and recovery. The architecture of the proposed BSVR-ARP is illustrated in Fig. 1 based on the ARP cache monitoring process. It has been modelled based on the basic server agent configuration in networks with ARP routing similar to that in RTNSS.

The BSVR-ARP architecture is composed of server and agent with separate management for each. The agent acts as the protector against the ARP spoofing while the server manages the agent information and acts as the decision maker in determining the ARP attackers based on information obtained through agents. The agent includes the agent detection, manager and protection modules. The agent detection module is the main module in this research where the major process of attack detection is carried out. This module includes the BSVR prediction probability algorithm and the subsequent routing trace based attack verification. This also includes the attacker host recovery process. The detection module initially compares the IP-MAC pair from the routing trace packets using the prediction probability on ARP cache list and global ARP cache table. This information is sent to the agent manager which confirms the attacker occurrence and informs the agent protection module to change the ARP type after which the recovery process is initiated. The agent manager also performs information gathering, command forwarding, self-status checking and communicating with the server manager.

The server includes the server monitor, server protection, agent controller and the server manager. Server monitor performs the MAC addresses monitoring of hosts, packet monitoring, duplication checking and whitelisting of attacker nodes. The agent controller maintains all the information about the agents like agent status, network control and network configurations and prevents from the threats. The server protection performs the decision making process on attackers and initiates the host removal from the network. The server manager has similar but greater processes than the agent manager. It collects the information about agents, hosts and server protection modules and manages network. It maintains log, network policies and ARP cache entry repository. It is the module through which the server communicates with the agent. The attack detection mechanism in the agent detection, agent protection and server protection are elaborated in this paper using the BSVR probability prediction and SDN controller based attack verification and recovery.

A) Architecture of BSVR-ARP scheme

The global ARP cache and the network information from each host can be employed for detecting the attacks through general IP-MAC mismatches or duplication of MAC addresses. To achieve this, initially the network structure must be modelled and the subsequent host configurations are determined. Let the set \( N = \{H_i, 1 \leq i \leq \} \), denote the network host with \( m \) host features which are placed in the network. These host set contain both normal as well as attackers. Based on past knowledge, the initial probability of the host being an attacker is set as \( P(I) \) while the probability of being non-attacker is \( P(\bar{I}) \). As per the probability theory, the total probability is one, i.e.

\[
P(H_i) + P(\bar{H}_i) = 1
\]

Where \( P(I) \) and \( P(\bar{I}) \) are the probabilities of host as attacker and normal host, respectively whose sum is always unity. When the SDN identifies a host feature, the posterior probability \( P(H_i|N) \) and is computed using the Bayesian theory as given by

\[
P(H_i|N) = \frac{P(H_i)p(H_i|N)}{P(N)p(H_i|N) + P(\bar{H}_i)p(\bar{H}_i|N)}
\]

\[
P(\bar{H}_i|N) = \frac{P(\bar{H}_i)p(\bar{H}_i|N)}{P(N)p(H_i|N) + P(\bar{H}_i)p(\bar{H}_i|N)}
\]

Where \( i \) is the host feature that can either be attacker or normal feature.

The decision of SDN to categorize the host as attacker depends on the probability value of \( P(H_i|N) \), which means high value of \( P(H_i|N) \) denotes the host as attacker and hence this value has significant impact. But depending upon only this value is hypothetical as this prediction can also be false and wrong identification is quite possible. Hence modelling the Eq. (1) modelled based on Eq. (2) and (3) becomes hypothetical.

To resolve this drawback, the subsequent features of must be monitored and a feature list must be maintained. The feature list is built as \( FS = \{FS_i, 1 \leq i \leq n + a; FS_i \in \} \), with \( n \) + features; where \( \) is the attack features and \( n \) is the normal features. On simplifying the posterior probability in iterative manner, the host can be verified either as attacker or normal host. For this iterative process, the BSVR is applied and the posterior probability of \( F \) can be modelled as

\[
P(\bar{F}|N) = \frac{P(F)p(F|N)}{P(N)p(F) + P(\bar{F})p(\bar{F}|N)}
\]

Here \( i \) is represented as the hyper parameter features of Support vector regression for formulation and the prior distribution on these features are required to compute the probability \( P(F) \). For the estimation of \( P(F) \), the flat distribution is assumed such that its value is greatly insensitive to the and
hence alternative values of  can be assigned to validate  . By the Bayesian nature of BSVR, the can be derived after an integral over the host in sampling function f based on the Taylor expansion. It can be written as

\[ P(N_x|F) = \int_0^{n+a} P(N_x|F, FS) P(f, FS). \]  

(5)

By employing the prior probability, the  can be rewritten as

\[ P(N_x|FS) = Z_{FS}^{-1} \int_0^{n+a} \exp(-FS(f)) df. \]  

(6)

Here Z denotes the noise function associated with the transferred frames. When considering the Taylor expansion of the FS(,), the probability becomes expanded for FS. It can be written as

\[ P(N_x|FS) = Z_{FS}^{-1} \int_0^{n+a} \exp(-FS(f)) df. \]  

(7)

Based on these probabilities obtained from the hyper parameters of BSVR, the probability of the attack prediction can be modelled as in Eq. (8)

\[ P(H|FS_1, ..., FS_{n+a}) = \frac{P(FS_1, ..., FS_{n+a})}{P(H|FS_1, ..., FS_{n+a})} \]  

(8)

This can be simplified to form the BSVR final iterative prediction probability by retaining the conditional probability based on the feature list and host configurations.

\[ P(H|FS_1, H_2) = \frac{P(H|FS_1, H_2)}{P(H|FS_1, H_2) + P(H|FS_1, H_2)}. \]  

(9)

Applying limit to this equation can help in determining whether the host is attacker or non-attacker. Based on the results obtained from taking limit of Eq. (9), the following three cases are inferred for iterative hosts:

**Case 1:** If \( P(H) \) increases with the occurrence of a feature, then \( P(FS_1(H_2)|H) > P(FS_1(H_2)|H) \), i.e. the probability of being an attacker is greater than that of a non-attacker.

**Case 2:** If \( P(H) \) value is close to 1 when a feature occurs, then the \( P(FS_1(H_2)|H) \) will also be close to 1; i.e. host \( H \) should be an attacker in this case.

**Case 3:** If \( P(H) \) value is close to 0 when a feature occurs, then the \( P(FS_1(H_2)|H) \) will most probably becomes zero or closer to zero indicating the host is a non-attacker.

**C) Attacker verification and response phase**

Though the BSVR based prediction algorithm helps in identifying the attacker host effectively, the verification is carried out to avoid even the minor mistakes. In this verification phase, the SDN controller refreshes \( P(H) \) at each initialization to confirm the closing of previous sessions.

Only when the previous session is logged out, the session information will be moved to permanent memory. Based on the three cases obtained from applying limit on Eq. (9), the following three cases are inferred for iterative hosts:

**Case 1:** If \( P(H) \) increases with the occurrence of a feature, then \( P(FS_1(H_2)|H) > P(FS_1(H_2)|H) \), i.e. the probability of being an attacker is greater than that of a non-attacker.

**Case 2:** If \( P(H) \) value is close to 1 when a feature occurs, then the \( P(FS_1(H_2)|H) \) will also be close to 1; i.e. host \( H \) should be an attacker in this case.

**Case 3:** If \( P(H) \) value is close to 0 when a feature occurs, then the \( P(FS_1(H_2)|H) \) will most probably becomes zero or closer to zero indicating the host is a non-attacker.
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In a fixed time period $t$ with minimum probability given as $P_{\text{min}}$ Based on expected attackers and step size, the value is fixed between $P_{\text{min}} < P_0 <$. As the probability value for non-attacker must be close to zero, the $P_0$ value is determined. When the $P_0$ value is less than the threshold, $P_0$ is taken as new threshold while if the threshold is almost equal to 1, 1 is selected as new threshold. In other cases, the combination of $P_0 + (\alpha - A_0)$ is used to fix the threshold. As mentioned before, the transmission errors and host configuration changes will increase the doubts on the host behaviour though the probability prediction results indicate it as non-attacker. Hence if the value of $A_0 >$, the threshold must be minimized and if $A_0 <$, then must be increased to avoid misdetection and increase detection accuracy. The attack detection process of BSVR-ARP based on the prediction probability and the threshold based attack verification is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Once the attackers are verified, the SDN controller isolates the host from the network and initiates the host recovery process. The network starts to operate with new routes or with a new host in the place of attacker. In the recovery process, if the damage is less, the host can be recovered and included again in the network after prior tests. But if the damage is severe and irreversible, the host is not recommended to be included in the network in the foreseeable future.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A) Simulation environment

The performance of the proposed BSVR-ARP scheme is evaluated in a prototype simulation model developed using MATLAB. The model most similar to BSVR-ARP is the RTNSS which utilizes routing trace as the only source to detect the attacker host. BSVR-ARP framework utilizes the ARP cache data along with the routing trace to detect the attacker based on attacker probability prediction. The experimental environment for BSVR-ARP is given in Table.1. The network is setup based on these parameters with capacity to include 100 hosts which can be extended based on requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Windows 8, 32bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel core i5 3470 3.2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>4GB DDR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>500GB Intel SSD SC2CT060A3 ATA device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network bandwidth</td>
<td>1 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation tool</td>
<td>MATLAB v.2013a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>120 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network area</td>
<td>1000x1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>80 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B) Simulation results

The ARP spoofing detection performance of the proposed BSVR-ARP scheme is evaluated and compared with that of the schemes of KNN, SVM, Naïve Bayes and RTNSS for spoofing detection. As said above, the BSVR-ARP and the other schemes are tested in a framework similar to that of RTNSS. The detection schemes are compared in terms of detection time, attack accuracy, detection error, false detection probability and packet drop rate.
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The ARP spoofing detection performance of the proposed BSVR-ARP scheme is evaluated and compared with that of the schemes of KNN, SVM, Naïve Bayes and RTNSS for spoofing detection. As said above, the BSVR-ARP and the other schemes are tested in a framework similar to that of RTNSS. The detection schemes are compared in terms of detection time, attack accuracy, detection error, false detection probability and packet drop rate.

The detection time is the time taken by the proposed BSVR-ARP scheme to analyze and detect the presence of attacker in the network. The graph presented in Fig. 3 shows the detection time taken by the proposed BSVR-ARP and other existing ARP attack detection schemes. It can be seen that the proposed BSVR-ARP scheme takes less time to detect the ARP attacks than the other detection schemes. Compared with RTNSS in 100 host scenario, the detection time in BSVR-ARP is reduced by 60%. The utilization of local ARP cache table and global ARP cache list reduces the detection time in the proposed BSVR-ARP.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the detection schemes in terms of attack detection accuracy. For this comparison, four attackers have been initialized when the number of host nodes is greater than 5 while 2 attackers are initialized for 5 host nodes. In this evaluation, the proposed model has detected higher percentage of attacks than the other compared schemes.
Compared with RTNSS in 100 host scenario, the attack detection accuracy in BSVR-ARP is increased by around 12%. The major reason for this improvement is the inclusion of BSVR based probability prediction algorithm that predicts the attackers based on features with higher precision.

BSVR-ARP has less false detection probability than the other models. Compared with RTNSS in 100 host scenario, the false detection probability in BSVR-ARP is reduced by 23%.

Attack detection error of the detection schemes is compared in the graph shown in Fig. 5. It is a known fact that due to increased host number, the traffic increases and the detection modules fluctuate to determine the normal and attack features based on ARP packets. Yet, the proposed BSVR-ARP has minimal effects of traffic in the overall performance that can be understood by this comparison of detection error. The BSVR-ARP scheme has very less detection error which is mostly near the negligible range than the other detection schemes. Compared with RTNSS in 100 host scenario, the detection error in BSVR-ARP is reduced by 50%.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the detection schemes in terms of packet drop rate. Packet drop rate is directly dependent on number of host ARP packets and traffic congestion. When the number of hosts in a network increases, the number of request and response ARP packets increases and causes traffic congestion and delay. This is the ideal situation for packet loss as well as vulnerable attacks. The above figure shows that the BSVR-ARP has less packet drop rate than the other schemes which is mainly due to prior attacker detection and uninterrupted host to server communication. Compared with RTNSS in 100 host scenario, the packet drop rate in BSVR-ARP is reduced by 2%.

C) Comparative analysis of BSVR-ARP

The simulation results illustrate the efficient performance of the proposed BSVR-ARP scheme in detecting and protecting against the ARP spoofing attacks. The comparative analysis of BSVR-ARP with other detection schemes can further justify this claim. For this comparison, the attacks are carried out in four scenarios where the number of hosts is increased in each scenario. The number of hosts considered each scenario is 5, 25, 50 and 100 respectively. 4 attackers are created in scenarios with 25, 50 and 100 hosts while 2 attackers are designated for 5 host scenario. The attacker detection from two scenarios i.e. 5 hosts and 50 hosts are shown along with the corresponding recovery process simulation output.
In order to further evaluate the BSVR-ARP, a comparison with the most popular ARP spoofing detection schemes is performed. Table 2 shows the comparison of existing and proposed schemes based on efficiency. TSCBA [5], S-ARP [7], P-ARP [18], DS-ARP [16] and RTNSS [9] are compared with the proposed BSVR-ARP.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>TSCBA</th>
<th>S-ARP</th>
<th>P-ARP</th>
<th>DS-ARP</th>
<th>RTNSS</th>
<th>BSVR-ARP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host cost minimization</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of warning and detection</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware cost minimization</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP compatibility</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP speed</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network load</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*L=Low; M=Medium; H=High

From Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed BSVR-ARP has high performance in terms of all features considered. Though in some cases like impact of warning and detection, RTNSS has better performance, comparatively BSVR-ARP scheme has best overall feature performance.

### V. Conclusion

A novel ARP spoofing attack detection and protection scheme called BSVR-ARP is proposed in this paper using the BSVR algorithm. This includes the development of BSVR based attack probability prediction and SDN controller based attack verification and recovery. As this approach utilized the routing trace and ARP cache table information, the detection of the attacker is highly accurate. Additionally, this scheme has also identified the presence of existing attackers from previous sessions more effectively using the log data. The proposed scheme is tested in a prototype simulation.
environment and the evaluation results are compared with existing schemes to determine the efficiency of BSVR-ARP. The results concluded that the proposed BSVR-ARP has better performance in detecting the ARP attackers with high accuracy and less time complexity. In future, the packet forwarding based attacks and ability to cope with the new attack strategies of the proposed model will be examined.
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